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or some time now the term
'music technology' has mainly
been associated with
electronica, samples, loops,
MlDl keyboards and one-man

project studios. There's nothing wrong
with that, but at long last we're seeing
a resurgence of rock bands, real
instruments, guitars and drums. And
encouragingly, the gig circuit is getting
healthier, too. Naturally enough, these
bands want to make records, but many
of today's 'mixer-less' DAW-based
project studios lack the basic features
needed to successfully record even the
smallest rock band - you need plenty
of inputs and outputs, as well as the
facility to set up a headphone mix for
each individual member of the band.

Various manufacturers are
addressing these needs (Focusrite is
one example, with its new Saffire Pro
26 l/O), but with eight preamps on the
front, a full complement of analogue
and digital connections at the back, a
flexible software control oanel for
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The real clincher for such a
reasonably priced unit, though, are the
two ADAT/SMUX optical Lightpipe
connectors located on the rear panel.
Press these into service and you can
connect a digital mixer or a suitable
digital preamp for extra mic inputs. For
example, connect a PreSonus DigiMax
FS to the FireStudio and straight away
you've got another eight preamp inputs
(if you're using sample rates of 88"2kHz
or 96kHz, that is). lf you were to record
with a sample rate setting of 44.1kHz
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FIHESTUDIt|
Based on the popular Firepod, the new FireStudio audio interface boasts 26 ins and
26 outs as well as flexible control console routing. Keith Gemmell gets fired up...

creating multiple monitor mixes all
topped off with a reasonable price tag,
it Iooks like the new PreSonus
FireStudio is ahead of the game.

Straight I
Arguably the most visually striking
feature of the Firestudio - like its baby
brother. the Firepod - are the eight
combo-style inputs (1/4-inch and XLR)
on the front panel. which are ldeal for
band-recording scenarios. All eight
can be used for microohones with or
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without phantom power, which can be
applied to groups of four as required
(preamps 1-4 and 5-8). On channels 1
and 2 the 1/4-inch connectors can be
used for Dl'ing electric guitars and
basses; on channels 3-8 they accept
l ine- level  s ignals.

Each input has its own gainltrim
control, but the FireStudlo doesn't
have any metering facilities, only a red
clip light. Neither are there any phase-
inversion or pad-attenuation facilities.
A main level control, sync LED and a

single headphone output with a
dedicated level control complete the
front-panel controls.

Obviously, different bands will
have different needs, but if you're
willing to settle for a four-mic drum
recording setup (kick, snare and two
overheads), you're still left with enough
inputs for two guitars, bass and a
possible guide vocal- Record the vocal
and one of the guitars later as
overdubs and you've got space for
more drum mics.
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Measuring Up
Another 26x26 l/0 FireWire device worthy of consideration is the

Foscurite Saffire Pro (t499). With very similar hardware
specifications, it too features control software for custom mixes
and monitoring as well as having the added bonus of built-in
talkback facilities. Also with talkback built-in to its Cue Mix

software is the M0TU 896HD - an excellent, although pricier,

alternative (t759). Among its features are eight preamps, AES/EBU
l/0, eight channels of ADAT, eight XLR balanced outputs, SMPTE
generation and a fully working copy of MOTU's AudioDesk
software. The 896HD may have been around a while, but it's a top-

class unit that's wortft the higher price tag. 0n balance, though, for

band recording the FireStudio represents great value for money,
giving you high-quality audio and professional studio connectivity,
but lacking some of the frills beloved by professional engineers'
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METHOD SPOT
A usetul FireStudio
feature is its
standalone operation.
Computer failure is
always a concern
when iracking a live
show with a DAW but
Firestudio provides a
simple and fail-safe
solulion. Using the
Control Console
soltware you can
route all your inputs
to theil
corresponding
outputs (analogue or
digital) to feed a
hard-disk recorder or
something similar as
a backup. lf for some
reason your
computer packs up,
your backup
recording will be
unatlected because
all the routing will be
slored in the
Firestudio's Flash
memory. This
eliminates the need
for a more complex
live recording selup
involving splitter
snakes and so on.

or 48kHz, you could even connect two
DigiMax units and get 16 extra
channels. But that's not all: you can
also expand your inputs with a couple
of channel strips using the SPDIF l/O.

And what about inserts for
processing incoming signals? There
are two, but they're found onlY on
channels 1 and 2 and they're located
on the rear panel along with their
respective line inputs, balanced main
outs and eight general-purPose
outputs (four stereo). Also at the back
is what amounts to a comprehensive
array of professional connectivity: MlDl
l/O, BNC word clock l/O, RCA inPut
and a CAT-S connector for the optional
Monitor Station Remote (see below).

Look to your routes
Most audio intedaces come with some
kind of console application, but it has
to be said that with both a mixer and a
matrix outputs/router page, the
FireStudio's Control Console is among
the best we've encountered.

Depending on how you record, You
may never use the Control Console, but
it does provide the means to create up
to nine separate stereo monitor mixes
of all your inputs and playback streams.
In other words, you can send custom
monitor mixes to each member of the
band: the drummer might need a click
track and more bass in his or her
headphones; the guitarist might need
more vocals and no click track. lt's a
very flexible system and it can also be
used to create sends and returns for
external processors, send several
mixes to different outputs for
monitoring comparisons, or assign all
your inpuis their own hardware output
for incorporating into a larger console.

Unlike some FireWire interfaces,
this unit will not draw power from your
computer - you need to use the

included power supply - but it is
primarily intended for racked
professional or project studio use.
Nevedheless, it's light enough to carry
around and there are two live-recording
setup scenarios explained in detail in
the manual. lt's also possible to
ooerate the FireStudio in standalone
mode, but only with prior configuration
in the Control Console software. The
settings you make there are stored in
Flash memory on the FireStudio itself.

It's worth mentioning here that for
an extra t150 you can add the optional
MSR (Monitor Station Remote) to the
Firestudio - well worth the extra cash,
we reckon, for the improved workflow
this will provide. lt's an all-in-one
surround/stereo speaker manager,
input switcher and talkback
communication system. Connection is
via a standard Cat-S Ethernet cable.
Dim, mute and mono buttons along
with two extra headphone outputs are
also present. lt also sports a chunky
master volume control, similar to the
one on Mackie's Big Knob.

All in all, we're very impressed
with the FireStudio. The preamPs
proved to be every ounce as good as
their reputation, providing clean
signals with plenty of headroom. The
front-panel input system is very easy
to understand and use, although
phase-invert switches would have
been welcome (maybe in the control
panel software d la MOTU's Cue Mix).
And if you're used to having one, the
lack of a Dad attenuation button could
prove a minor niggle. The Control
Console software itself, though, is
remarkably flexible, enabling direct
routing of any input to any output -

digital or analogue (36x36x18) - with
zero latencv.

Extra, extra
Even without the Monitor Station
Remote the FireStudio represents
superb value for money. However, the
icing on the cake is the bundled
software suite, which includes lots of
plug-ins, virtual instruments and stacks
of drum loops and samples. Just some
of what's included are Cubase LE,
Reason Adapted, AmpliTube LE, BFD
Lite, TrackPlug LE and MasterVerb.

Of all the freebies, Cubase LE is
the most relevant because it enables
you to get up and running with a fully
functioning audio and MlDl sequencer
without shelling out extra cash first -

48 audio tracks, 64 MlDl kacks, VST
instruments and effects plus ReWire
are at your disposal from the outset. A
setuo tutorial is included in the
accompanying manual to ensure thai
initially setting up the Firestudio is as
painless as possible. With all this, how
could we possibly award the
FireStudio fewer than nine stars? Eiill
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